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Currently attention is drawn to a shift in the basis of economic production from in-

dustrial production to services. In general the shift is considered beneficial for the 

reduction of environmental impacts. Whether this will turn out to be so still is a 

relevant question.  

The discussion in environmental science on the connection between services and 

dematerialization has been stimulated by the work of the Wuppertal Institute and 

Amory Lovins. The Material Intensity Per Service unit is a central theme that has 

been developed by the Wuppertal Institute. This approach claims that in order to ful-

fil human needs, services are the central element. For providing services such as 

food, heating and clothing, various options are possible in different combinations of 

products and services. An optimal service in environmental perspective is one that 

uses the least amount of material and energy per unit of service.  

The ideas look quite similar to those that have been developed in the marketing 

and economic sub-disciplines that deal with product service combinations. In this 

literature there is more attention to the dynamics of the product/service systems. 

With this term an increasing interconnection between products and services is al-

luded. The emergence of such product/service systems is described from the per-

spective of the dynamics of customer satisfaction. The need is not static but the 

starting point for efforts to increase sales and stabilize market share. In this part of 

the literature, services stimulate economic growth. In addition, product service sys-

tems consist of material as well as service elements. The emergence of ‘pure’ serv-

ices is not to be expected.  

An element of concern is whether an economy that is growing strong on the basis 

of services will in the end really reduce the absolute consumption of materials and 

energy. In the economic literature this concern is linked to the potential rebound ef-
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fects. If in relative terms materials and energy become cheaper within the consump-

tion package more of it could be consumed leading to a reversal of the decline of 

growth in the long term. Another uncertainty that is essential for a good long term 

assessment concerns the statistics of services and their environmental consequences: 

lack of adequate information easily leads to over-optimistic conclusions.  

The efficiency of organising the production of consumption goods determines the 

energy and material intensity of production. The application of Information and 

Communications Technology (ICT) results in changes in networks of production 

organizations. A shift arises from production in a value-chain towards the produc-

tion in networks of companies. One of the ongoing developments is the change in 

relationships between different parts of the central production organization. Through 

outsourcing, elements of production are placed outside the core firm. In one way this 

confuses some of the statistics mentioned above.  

Although we are aware that it is to early to conclude that a shift of a product ori-

ented economy towards a services and knowledge economy result in strong  demate-

rialisation, we assume that services and especially ICT based services are environ-

mentally friendly in essence. We are very much interested in development traces of 

service systems and the differences between them. We want to describe some case 

study material and discuss what factors and actors might influence service innova-

tions in general, but ICT based service systems in specific.  
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